Gmc yukon bike

The incredible capability of the Yukon series will keep you conquering and grinning in all
conditions. This feature-packed design offers a modern trail bike experience coupled with
maximum control and floatation over the most ridiculous of surfaces. Its stabile and adjustable
geometry, high volume With a heavily swaged rear triangleâ€”including dropouts, seatstays and
chainstaysâ€”this versatile design allows riding in even the warmest of riding boots. To ensure
a more natural feeling cycling experience we specified Narrow Complete with ample hidden M5
threaded accessory mounts and up to three downtube bosses for custom bottle placement
while using frame bags. Sloping "low slung" front triangle design provides a low center of
gravity for technical maneuvering or countersink in deep conditions. Internal cable routing,
including dropper seatpost. OverDrive head tube design for internal sealed headset bearings. A
60mm off-set fork rake is optimized to the frame geometry for a modern trail riding experience.
Hidden M5 threaded Low-rider rack, fender or extra water bottles mounts. This Performance
level frame material features alloy with single-butted tubes to produce strong, lightweight
framesets for a variety of different bikes and riding styles. Yukon Make Tracks. Sort by: Select
sorting Price high to low Price low to high. Skip to compare section. Highlights The incredible
capability of the Yukon series will keep you conquering and grinning in all conditions. Maximum
Heel Clearance With a heavily swaged rear triangleâ€”including dropouts, seatstays and
chainstaysâ€”this versatile design allows riding in even the warmest of riding boots. Narrow
Q-Factor Crankset To ensure a more natural feeling cycling experience we specified Narrow
Freedom to Customize With Accessories Complete with ample hidden M5 threaded accessory
mounts and up to three downtube bosses for custom bottle placement while using frame bags.
Low Center Of Gravity Sloping "low slung" front triangle design provides a low center of gravity
for technical maneuvering or countersink in deep conditions. Internal Cable Routing Internal
cable routing, including dropper seatpost. Advanced-Grade Composite Fork A 60mm off-set
fork rake is optimized to the frame geometry for a modern trail riding experience. ALUXX
Aluminum Technology This Performance level frame material features alloy with single-butted
tubes to produce strong, lightweight framesets for a variety of different bikes and riding styles.
Are you looking a durable and comfortable mountain bike? Do you want all the best features at
an affordable price? While searching a fat bike, you need to be careful about the quality and
features of the bike. A poor quality bike can create dangers for you while riding on rough trails.
The best thing is that now you can get high-quality bikes within your budget. It has everything
that you can expect from a high-quality product. Other frames like the steel will make it heavier
and you might find it difficult to control on the hills. The aluminum frame makes it easy to
control and ride comfortably in any terrain. A fat bike can ride in any condition that might be
snow, sand, and mud. Other bikes may not work well in rough terrains. You also need to focus
on some other important factors such as the suspension. Without suspension, a mountain bike
cannot offer safe and comfort riding. This bike comes with a front suspension that helps to ride
safely in the bumps and shaking. It has an aluminum frame, four wide tires, and four wide
aluminum rims that make it the perfect choice for sand, snow, and any other mountain
conditions. This bike comes with many developed features such s aluminum frame, front
suspension, and the durability. Some other key features are the followings. The lightweight
makes it a perfect choice to maintain balance while riding on the snows, rocks, mud, even in the
sands. It will be the best option for you if your height is 5. It can also be adjusted for the taller
persons. It has disc brakes that help the biker to stop the bike any moment. As mentioned
earlier, GMC Yukon Fat Bike comes with many developed and advanced features that make it a
favorite choice for the bikers. The bike has received appreciation for the following things. Most
of the users have appreciated this bike for the durability, high-quality product, lightweight, and
the easy assembly features. You will not find any negative review except one that says the
brakes of the bike are small. If you go through the overall positive views, then these minor
negative points that can be simply ignored. It comes with wide tires that make it easy to ride
comfortably in any terrain. If you want a durable and the best quality fat mountain bike within
your budget then GMC Yukon Fat Bike can be a good choice for you. Everyplace is out of stock,
even online. Are they still being made and sold? Your email address will not be published.
Notify me of follow-up comments by email. Notify me of new posts by email. This site uses
Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed. Related Post. Leave a
Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Whether on soil or snow, the GMC
Yukon fat bicycle is prepared for your trail rides, cardio work out or any other purpose you set
your mind to. It has an ideal mix of style and performance. It will take you places that you never
imagined. You can ride nearly on any track and in any climatic condition. GMC Yukon
comprises of an Aluminum frame which makes it lighter but solid. It costs less than dollars.
This is great news for individuals who are interested but are confused about whether to buy a
bike or not, owing to cash crunch. The bike features superior quality Shimano components,

guaranteed to make you fall in love with cycling all over again. The circle brake of this bike is
another alluring element. In contrast to V brakes, plate brakes are better off in terms of
performance and toughness and assembly of the parts is fairly simple. There are different kinds
of mountain bicycles intended for various purposes. For example, cross country mountain
bikes are ideal for outdoor use, while full suspension mountain bikes are great for rough and
uneven paths. This free ride mountain bike is utilized for different mountain biking purposes.
The GMC Yukon mountain bike rides on rough landscapes effortlessly. However, your final
purchase decision will rely upon your inclination and style. The material used to produce the
frame of the bicycle will have an immediate effect on the quality, sturdiness and weight of the
mountain bike. A steel frame makes the bicycle heavy and hard to transport, thus again
aluminum frames are best as they are lightweight and reasonable. There is a considerable
amount of wear and tear in the process. Therefore, it is recommended for less frequent biking. It
is the best option, particularly for larger sized people. It includes a thick aluminum frame and a
highly flexible steel suspension fork. This bicycle is exceptionally solid, good looking and will
allow for safer rides, regardless of your landscape. Its frame is made from carefully assembled
aluminum which gives you a light weight bicycle allowing for a smooth ride. The GMC super
grasp fat tires give an awesome support and traction on relatively every surface, 7-speed adapt
with Shimano Rear Derailleur and Shifter gives you smooth rides even on a not so ideal roads.
This bicycle includes a solid aluminum frame, which is no doubt the most widely recognized
edge segment of mountain bicycles being used today. The aluminum frame is sturdy and
lightweight, which makes it simple to move. It additionally makes it perfect for smooth and
quick rides on unpleasant landscape. The tires are the most striking component of this
mountain bicycle. This bicycle is exceptionally composed of thick tires and can hold up to lbs
easily. The wheel supports are made from strong aluminum, which is lightweight and solid as
well. This mountain bike also includes front and back brakes which are perfect for halting
suddenly along all trails. It accompanies tough aluminum wheel support, which is especially
perfect for hefty bikers who have a tendency to be awkward on customary bicycles. It is such an
awesome ingenious bike with regards to utility. The GMC Yukon Fat Bike gives a total biking
answer for all your biking needs, ride it on mountains snow and grass or on the shoreline with a
similar course of action. There is no compelling reason to change tires or rigging in light of the
surface. The only problem that we encountered so far is that the front brake grips tend to be a
little complex to set sometimes. Also, the performance tends to somewhat dwindle sometimes,
with much greater weight and requires extra effort to move. The tires have more surface area
and low ground weight which make it very simple to move over highly inconvenient surfaces
like snow, sand, mud, rock and etc. Besides this bicycles gives you a chance to maneuver over
the roughest of trails gives you a feeling of ecstasy when biking and makes you feel
invulnerable. In short, it is one of the best mountain Bicycles that you can get your hands on.
The market for bicycles for both male and female and its related industry continues to expand
and is at the pinnacle of advancement. Subsequently, fat bikes are getting increasingly popular,
generally as a result of their impressive look and features for the most part. Street bicycles are
quick and deft and are most reasonable for riding during day time, while dashing bicycles are
favored on smooth cleared streets yet their mountain bicycles counterparts are more about
control for the riders when gliding through rough terrain and landscape. Save my name, email,
and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Bicycle Type There are different kinds
of mountain bicycles intended for various purposes. Frame Materials The material used to
produce the frame of the bicycle will have an immediate effect on the quality, sturdiness and
weight of the mountain bike. See the Price on Amazon. Aluminum Frame This bicycle includes a
solid aluminum frame, which is no doubt the most widely recognized edge segment of mountain
bicycles being used today. Awesome Tires The tires are the most striking component of this
mountain bicycle. Quality and Control This mountain bike also includes front and back brakes
which are perfect for halting suddenly along all trails. Utility It is such an awesome ingenious
bike with regards to utility. Skip to main content of over 2, results for "gmc yukon bike". Skip to
main search results. Eligible for Free Shipping. Customer Review. From Our Brands. Packaging
Option. Amazon Global Store. International Shipping. FREE Shipping. Only 10 left in stock order soon. Get it as soon as Tue, Mar 2. Get it as soon as Fri, Feb Get it as soon as Wed, Mar 3.
Only 14 left in stock - order soon. Get it as soon as Thu, Feb Only 11 left in stock - order soon.
Need help? Visit the help section or contact us. Go back to filtering menu. There's a problem
loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon
Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for
shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.

Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription
Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life. Customer reviews. Write a review. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our
system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on
Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. See All Buying Options. Add to Wish
List. This page works best with JavaScript. Disabling it will result in some disabled or missing
features. You can still see all customer reviews for the product. Top positive review. Reviewed
in the United States on October 15, This bike is a super value. The bike is of course heavy at 26
lbs when compared to those with composite or titanium frames and forks. But with excellent
physical fitness, one cannot avoid the feeling of worthy satisfaction when one zips by ahead of
those poorly conditioned bikers commonly seen saddled on extremely more expensive bikes
and sporting those USPS, Discovery Channel and other fancy jerseys. The only drawback about
buying this bike is that it only comes partially assembled. As a result, aside from the
unavoidable task of putting the machine together one can also chance upon getting an
inadequately tuned bike, like I did. The bike I got refused to shift the chain from the small to the
big chainring. But for a person just newly introduced to the machine, it can prove to be a real
big downer. The bike is made up of very decent components. Its aluminum frame and fork are
not the best material in dissipating road shock; on the other hand, the material is just so
inexpensive and higly durable. Aside from that, with the proper tire pressure and good riding
technique road shock can easily be minimized. If one measures potential miles per dollar, and
not snob appeal, in arriving at an intelligent decision to buy a bike, this is an excellent choice. I
got this bike for diversion purposes from my regular marathon training. And from its smooth
performance, the diversion has so far been fun. Top critical review. Reviewed in the United
States on October 10, Alright, here's my story. I go to UC Davis where bikes are pretty much the
main mode of transportation. Well, I was excited to get the bike and when I took it out of the
box, it seemed near completely assembled. I got to working and soon realized that the only real
directions were for the things that had already been preassembled break lines, gear lines,
derailer. Since I'm pretty familiar with bikes, I wasn't gonna freak out. I chug along doing my
thing, until I hit several road bumps. There were several things that were a little bit odd. Cool, no
big deal. Then there's the kickstand, front brakes, etc, etc to put on with no real directions or
real obvious way to assemble it brakes excluded. I don't know, I just wasn't impressed by the
directions at all. Anyhow, I got all finished and the frame ended up being the wrong size. So
even after all that, I didn't get to ride it and had to ship it back to Amazon. I'm still looking for a
bike, and for those that are looking for bikes, go buy one from a store. Go feel it, see how it fits,
etc, etc. If you do that, you can't go wrong like I did and have no means of transportation for the
next month. Thanks for reading. If you do buy this bike, I hope you have better luck than me.
Sort by. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Filter by. All reviewers Verified purchase only All
reviewers. All stars 5 star only 4 star only 3 star only 2 star only 1 star only All positive All
critical All stars. Text, image, video Image and video reviews only Text, image, video. There was
a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. From the United States. Verified
Purchase. The road bike has gotten extremely snotty recently and one bike shop I called to put
this bike together decided to tell me why I shouldn't have bought this bike but I have to say I
really like it. I bought this as a starter bike and I imagine I'll have to get much much better before
I'll need to upgrade. I can't think of anything wrong with it. Since I wrote this I've had 6 flat rear
tires and ended up needing to buy a new back wheel. It wasn't a cheap fix but all in all it's still
cheaper than other road bikes and a great value. Showing 0 comments. There was a problem
loading comments right now. I moved up to the Yukon after owning the Denali for a year. The
Denali is a great bike at a great price. The Yukon follows the same path. Assembly was easy.
Parts are better than the Denali and more secure. The Yukon doesn't have the gear issues that
the Denali had. Brakes are better, and the gears are ratioed for more general riding - the Denali's
were put together for mountain riding - the highest gear was usually way too low for flat land.
The brakes are better - I don't feel like I want to replace them right off the bat. The shifters are
paddle shifters built into the horns on the handlebars - a BIG step over the Denali's mountain
bike grip-shifters. I've only put forty miles on this bike but I'm really digging it so far. Exactly
what I was expecting. One person found this helpful. Not the most dependable bike but a great
starter affortable bike to get you started and where you want to go. The bike has definitely lived
up to my expectations. It has great looks and equally good design. It was pretty easy to
assemble the first time it came. A few warnings though. The front derailleurs are not working
any more, however, I do not use them anyway. Also, I would recommend replacing the pedals

with clips mine did not come with them. Quite light and sturdy, it has all the bang for the buck. I
go for 10 mile rides twice a week and the longer tours every fortnight and I would recommend
this bike to everyone. This is a super value for a starter bike. I'm just getting back into riding
after a 20 year lay off. I really wasn't sure if I wanted to spend that much. I found this bike on
Amazon and was a little unsure about it until I rode it. This is a great bike for someone like me a
novice in his 50's. It was easy to assemble and after riding it all doubts disappeared. The only
suggestions I have is to get a bike computer, gloves,helmet and a more confortable seat. This
bike was excellent for the time I had it. Put about miles on it trouble free and never had to
replace anything besides a few tubes. Got it for shipped and I don't think that value could be
beat. Only 26 lbs without all the extras. Then I got hit by an SUV running a light and pretty much
totalled the bike. Perfect road bike for someone getting started and great shifters. Riding over
miles in 10 months, it result in 10 patches in rear tube and 4 patches in the front even though I
used rim tap to replace original rubber strip based on previous buyer's recommendation. So,
you must either take patch kit and portable pump for flat tire or have cell phone to call someone
pickup you and bike if you are ready to ride over 5 miles away. Obviously, rim deign has critical
defects because any intermediate impact may cause broken tube. BTW, I'm 5'10" and pounds,
not big guy for sure. Not recommend to buy this bike. This is a great bike. I am a little over 6ft
tall and glad that I got the The bike needed some tuning but a great deal for the price. The STI
shifters are really great and the bike rides awesome. Highly recommended if you are a new road
biker! Remember, you get what you pay for. This is a good and affordable road bike. This is the
kind of bike you would ride on a weekend, like I do. It's not the kind of bike you can compete
with, but look at the price. A real road bike would cost you several times what you'll pay for this
one. I ride this bike for 20 miles on Sundays morning, just to stay in shape, and for that is great.
Get fast answers from reviewers. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a
question. Please enter a question. Need customer service? Click here. There's a problem
loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon
Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for
shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription
Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life. Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who
bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please
enter a question. A Shimano Revo 7 speed shifter, Tourney rear derailleur and a wide range
Shimano cassette give you plenty of gear options no matter how steep your trails are. Skip to
main content. Consider these available items. Currently unavailable. We don't know when or if
this item will be back in stock. Brand: GMC. About this item This fits your. What other items do
customers buy after viewing this item? Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next
page. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Register a free business account. Have a
question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try your search again later.
From the manufacturer. See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings
calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer
bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer
images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the
United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified
Purchase. This is going to bend if you are a heavy rider, making your cassette and the rest of
the wheel wobble, and disc brakes will not be true, causing a rub. You can put the axle in a vise
and bend it back once or twice, but its already fatigued at that point. Avoid this bike, its too
good to be true. Parts can be had by calling customer service only, no online supply. Solid
frame, entry level components but a good foundation to build upon. Assembled it in less than
30 minutes to "ride" but adjustments were needed on derailleur , brakes and headset. Also had
to deflate tires and realign squeeze and fluff due to sitting in box. Rode a few times to stretch
cables and adjusted again. Was not shifting well and could not get into adjustment. After
research I found that the chain was too long and a cheapie so I bought a Shimano and adjusted
to proper length. Shifts very well and is worth the upgrades. First off road adventure and it was
a Warrior! It tromped through high grass, soggy muddy grass and handles sharply on loose
gravel. More adventures await as for the first time in my life and can't wait for snow.!!! Great
bike for the price. I am a casual summertime rider , so I did not want to spend a ton of money on

something I will use on occasion , this bike fit the bill. It has 7 speeds , to me it feels like the
middle 7 of a 21 speed bike , just enough to get around. Building the bike was simple , however
upon arrival , the left hand brake needed to be completely assembled I would recommend to a
casual rider. Bike came today and to my surprise it is very light! I was expecting it to feel heavy
but I can easily lift it with one arm. The bike comes partially assembled and was packaged to
prevent scratches, the box was damaged but the bike was fine. I was able to assemble the bike
within 30 minutes. Now I have to test ride it. I actually want to put a motorized rim and a watt
Lithium battery which will run about another dollars One person found this helpful. I ordered
this bike because it seemed like it might be a decent base to determine whether it is something I
will use and a good enough frame to begin replacing the low end parts until I have something
enjoyable to ride. At this point time will tell if it is something worth building on or not. Taking
the bike out of the box there were some mangled plastic bits that appeared to have started the
voyage as cursory protection while traveling. There was a ridiculously light piece of plastic
between the front forks which apparently was meant to prevent crushing but the piece was
broke in two. I was able to spread the fork enough to insert the front wheel so it appears to have
survived. The greatest obvious damage was a hole worn through the paint and decals where the
front axle assembly was thrown into the box and rubbed against the frame. Some of the parts
were laying loose in the box but I think I salvaged all but the hardware to re-attach the front
reflector. According to the instructions the bike was assembled and "tuned" before partial
disassembly for shipping. If "tuned" means "slapping parts together hoping most of them make
it to the consumer" then I suppose it was almost tuned. My interpretation, however, means
checking to make sure it works a little bit which was obviously not done at all. Putting the bike
in first gear the chain dropped into the spokes on the first quarter revolution and shifting from
2nd to 1st the shifter pulley rubbed against the gears. It also had issues on the higher gears. To
get it to work I had to watch a few youtube videos to figure out how a derailleur is supposed to
be tuned in the first place and then set it all up from scratch. After getting the shifter to work I
could feel something give in the rear brakes which were also set up at the factory and upon
tightening the cable something gave again until I had the brake arm against the frame on the
second adjustment. It turns out the pad was not protruding at all and the rotor appears warped
or bent so I now have it set up so it is usually rubbing but the back brake still does not have
proper stopping power. The front brake seems to work fine [edit: at first but it was not working
by the second ride. I found that the set screw was not locked in on either the front or back brake
both of which were supposed to be "tuned" before shipping. The brakes have already
developed an obnoxious squeal. Everything seemed to have more resistance than it should
which leads me to wonder what this bike is initially lubed with but it will be a little while before I
pop the top on that can of squiggly earth creatures. The weight was about what I expected but
from what I hear so far the tires and tubes contribute to a lot of that so better tires are in my
shopping cart. I had hoped it would be geared a bit lower. Without the ice I might have hit 3rd
gear. If I have the same gearing when I tackle my first hill; I predict some walking before I crest.
Hopefully my first beach will not fight back too much. If I decide to build on this bike I imagine
gearing will be one of my early projects. I kind of wish I would have spent a couple hundred
more and got a bike that was already set up a bit better but for now I plan to tough it out with
what I got. By PaulC on February 2, Images in this review. The only negative thing I can say is it
is a lower quality bike but the price reflects that and it works so well I wont complain. Love the
bike. Well built for my needs. See all reviews. Top reviews from other countries. For the money,
I can't complain I'll try red loctite. The entire bike needs a good setup on arrival. Gear shifter is
off, brakes drag, a bunch of minor "glitch" issues. You don't face these problems when you buy
a bike from a shop. They usually have gone through the bike and have it setup proper from the
get go. I have shipped bikes frequently. There is no reason the bike shouldn't be spot on from
the get go. Fat biking in general I wanted to try it and give it a fair chance. One giant meh Any
deep snow and you're stuck. The bike is lighter than expected but still extremely slow slogging.
The traction on ice is good The bike is great value for the money. The assembly is simple;
set-up of shifter and brakes takes a little time and patience, but so worth it! No warranty
information in the owners' manual or with the product. Disappointed with bearings in the
peddles and front wheel. Also brakes where a little tricky to setup. Have not ridden it much yet
and hope not to be disappointed. I tried so hard to keep that wonderful Yukon bike, but
unfortunately too many hills where I live. I had hoped to convert it in an electric bike, but too
complicated. It had only seven speeds, so not enough force, but super great bike. So solid. I will
get another one for sure Report abuse. Highly recommended. Pages with related products. See
and discover other items: aluminum bikes , giant mountain bike , giant mountain bikes ,
mountain tires , fat bike , bike kent. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more
about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us.

Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music Stream
millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive
Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a
Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for
kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East
Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans.
Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new
products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. Your
question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product.
Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. The
Yukons drivetrain starts with Microshift twist shifters controlling Shimano's tried and true TZGS
derailleur, and finishes up with a strong aluminum wheelset featuring a V-shape rim profile and
high flange alloy hubs. Stopping is handled by Promax alloy V-brake front and rear, vastly
superior to rim brakes especially under adverse road conditions. True to it's GMC roots, this
bicylcle is rugged, good looking, and built for the long haul. Factory contact information at
KENT or True to its GMC roots, this bicycle is rugged, good looking, and built for the long haul.
Here are some things to keep in mind when you're in the market for a new bike: The Right Ride
In general, bikes are broken down into three major categories: Road and Racing Bikes --As a
general rule, road and racing are built for speed and longer distances on paved surfaces.
Thinner tires, lightweight inch c wheels, and drop bars that allow for a more aerodynamic
position are the norm. Most road bikes, regardless of price, offer many gears for tackling both
hilly and flat terrain. Mountain Bikes --With their larger tires, hill-friendly gearing, and upright
position, mountain bikes are very popular for all types of riding, both on pavement and off.
Mountain bikes that are designed specifically for rugged trail use typically feature a suspension
fork. Some may have rear suspension, as well. A quick change of the tires on any mountain
bike--even one that you use regularly on trails--adds to its versatility and makes it a worthy
street machine. With a super-relaxed riding position, padded seats, and limited or no gearing,
these bikes are made for enjoying the scenery and having fun with the family. The Right Price A
bike's price boils down to three essentials: frame materials, bike weight, and component quality
and durability. Entry-level --You'll find a wide range of comfort and cruiser bikes in this
category, as well as some lower-end mountain bikes and road bikes. Most will have steel frames
and components that are designed to last for several years with frequent use. Mid-range --Bikes
in this range may feature a lighter aluminum frame with mid-range components that keep
performing after miles of use. If you're looking for a quality bike that is relatively lightweight and
will stand up to abuse, this is the "sweet spot. High-end --Racers and serious enthusiasts who
expect lightweight, high-performance components will want to stick to this category. For road
bikes, exotic frame materials carbon fiber, titanium and ultra-lightweight components can add
thousands to the price tag. Mountain bikes in this class often feature advanced front and rear
suspension technology, as well as components designed to handle lots of rugged trail action.
The Right Size Fit is crucial for comfort, control, and proper power and endurance on a bike.
Here are some basic bike fit tips: Stand-over Height --To find out if a bike's overall height fits
your body, measure your inseam. Next, determine how much clearance you'll need between
your crotch and the top tube of the bike. For a mountain bike, you'll want three to five inches of
clearance. A road bike should offer between one and two inches of clearance, while a commuter
bike should have two to four inches. Top Tube Length --You can measure your torso to get a
good estimate of proper top tube length. First, make a fist and extend your arm. Measure from
the center of your fist to the end of your collarbone the part that intersects your shoulder. Next,
measure your torso by placing a book against your crotch with the spine facing up. Measure
from the spine to the bottom of your throat the spot between your collarbones. This is your
approximate top tube length. Compare this number to a bike's posted top tube length. Bikes for
Women --Proportionally, women tend to have a shorter torso and longer legs than men. The
Right Accessories When you make a bike purchase, don't forget these crucial add-ons: Helmet
this is a must! Seat pack Lock Hydration pack , or water bottle and bottle cage Spare tubes
Portable bike pump Gloves. Skip to main content. Consider these available items. Mountain
Bike Grips. Currently unavailable. We don't know when or if this item will be back in stock.
Brand: GMC. About this item This fits your. Customers also viewed these products. Page 1 of 1
Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. Customers who viewed this item also viewed.
Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a problem completing your
request. Please try your search again later. Product details Package Dimensions : 56 x 27 x 7.
See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system
considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It
also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top

reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try
again later. Verified Purchase. These are great bikes for entry level or people who don't plan
professional biking career. I got it well packaged, easy to assemble, nothing really to do except
mounting the front wheel and putting the breaks in place afterwards, then mounting the pedals.
I ride it along with my son, on a back mounted children seat I got from Ross. The seat is
reasonable, not very soft, and it's good that it's not that small tiny seat because for big people
that one is a pain in the Tires are good, I may replace them with less mounty ones, since i drive
it on roads and paved tracks, not really down hill wild rides. Worst packaging ever. There isn't
any type of protection between components. The frame and tires are tied up each other with
plastic ties, that's all. I would assume that they would at least put some foam protection
between the tires and frame, and around the frame. There was not one single page of instruction
about how to assemble it. You don't have to be a genius nor is it too hard to figure out but I
wasn't sure about few small things and it would be great if I had a choice to look them up. The
worst part is that the bike requires assembly and there was not one single disposable tool to do
the job. Forget having the tools, there is nothing to tell you what type and size of tool you need,
so you can't go and get anything from your local home depot, you will have to try and find out
what fits. The first thing I noticed was the one of the shifters was broken. It's made of really
cheap plastic so no wonder it didn't make it the infamous UPS handling. But let's not blame
UPS, if it was packaged properly, nothing would have happened. Here is the funny part; the
handle bars were assembled upside down. I attached it to the frame but it looked funny then I
turned it the other way around to find out, it was assembled wrong. I have no comment, you be
the judge of that. Overall, the bike looks good, with fancy painting and labels, although few
labels were not attached completely. Unfortunately I cannot say anything about the performance
since couldn't make it to road. I couldn't try but the seat doesn't seem comfortable. I should say
it seems "OK" bike for people who intend to use it for joy rides once a week. However, I have to
inform you that it is made of cheap materials, but then, you get what you pay for. I agree with
them and I chose not to buy anything from them again. This was my first purchase for a bike
and it went surprisingly disappointing. It's very disappointing when you wait for something
impatiently and then find out you have to return it, search again for new one, wait another week
or so, etc Maybe buying a bike online wasn't such a great idea but I thank you Amazon for
making returns painless for us. I bought this bike thinking it would at least be decent. Within
miles of ride time, both brake sets had to be replaced, the hinges were weak and the screws
might as well have been made of pewter, so after one re-adjustment of the brakes, they would
no longer release, a week later the threads holding the screws stripped off and no longer held
the cables in place. The cassette was almost completely destroyed after miles, even with a new
chain I couldn't pedal in 4th-7th gear or it would slip if any pressure was applied. The rear wheel
was out of true when I received the bike and came out of true again, within 80 miles of street
riding. After about miles, the left cheap plastic pedal broke through leaving me with a bolt to
pedal with. To top it all off, after the miles of riding I got out of this bike the hub in the crank
went out. This is a disgrace to be called a Mountain Bike. Do not buy this bike, save your money
and get a run of the mill Kona or Trek. I wouldn't even buy another bike from Kent at this point,
The fact that they would even release this product is beyond me. The only good thing about this
bike, as you will see from other reviews, is that it has a sturdy frame. Like other reviewers have
pointed out the brakes on this thing are flimsy and its only a matter of time before the fail to
work properly. Shipping was free and it looked that way when I received the bike. Shipping was
so bad my rear rim was so bent it would not spin. When riding the gears would automatically
change. I'm sorry to say I do not recoomend this bike. Take your money and invest it into a
better bike. S One good thing about this bike is it has a sturdy aluminum frame. Thats about it.
The bike frame was welded together wrong! The front wheel could not be put on the bike
because the arms were not aligned. How can they make a bike so obviously defective and try to
sell it? IF the bike had been correctly manufactured, it would have been the perfect bike for my
13 year old son. I'd say if you are a serious biker, this is not the bike for you. If you ride a bike
for lesiure or family time, it would be fine. I love buying from Amazon, they make it so easy for
you, if your purchase doesn't work out. So don't tear the box up until you know the bike is a
keeper! Amazon did their job quite well, it is GMC who did not perform so great. The bike arrived
well ahead of schedule, however, the bike is not very well built. The frame is solid, the brakes
and gears are a bit cheap, and they gave me a different seat than what was pictured it is a big
old granny seat. If you were to put new brakes and maybe a new gear set on this bike it would
be about a dollar bike. So it is overall a project bike for me, otherwise a great starter bike for
someone who does not ride often. See all reviews. There's a problem loading this menu right
now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to
Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music

Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon
Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon
Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories
for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography.
East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and
Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life. Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who
bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please
enter a question. Alloy frames are not only lighter, but are torsionally stiffer and transfer
pedaling energy more efficiently to the rear wheel. The Shimano STI Shifters with their
integrated brake levers give you excellent control of shifting and braking. This puts gear
changing and braking conveniently in one central location. The Yukon XL also sports a light and
strong alloy wheelset with quick release hubs and Kenda tires for superior traction and
excellent braking response. All of this quality is wrapped up in an attractive, sporty package at
an equally attractive price! Factory contact information at KENT or Reduce the risk of serious
injury and only use while wearing full protective gear-helmet, wristguards, elbow pads and knee
pads. Do not ride at night. Skip to main content. Currently unavailable. We don't know when or if
this item will be back in stock. Brand: GMC. This fits your. Customers also viewed these
products. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Kent Gzr Road Bike, C. Next page.
Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a problem completing your
request. Please try your search again later. Product details Package Dimensions : Important
information Safety Information Reduce the risk of serious injury and only use while wearing full
protective gear-helmet, wristguards, elbow pads and knee pads. See questions and answers.
Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how
recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to
verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent
Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right
now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. This bike is a super value. The bike is of course
heavy at 26 lbs when compared to those with composite or titanium frames and forks. But with
excellent physical fitness, one cannot avoid the feeling of worthy satisfaction when one zips by
ahead of those poorly conditioned bikers commonly seen saddled on extremely more expensive
bikes and sporting those USPS, Discovery Channel and other fancy jerseys. The only drawback
about buying this bike is that it only comes partially assembled. As a result, aside from the
unavoidable task of putting the machine together one can also chance upon getting an
inadequately tuned bike, like I did. The bike I got refused to shift the chain from the small to the
big chainring. But for a person just newly introduced to the machine, it can prove to be a real
big downer. The bike is made up of very decent components. Its aluminum frame and fork are
not the best material in dissipating road shock; on the other hand, the material is just so
inexpensive and higly durable. Aside from that, with the proper tire pressure and good riding
technique road shock can easily be minimized. If one measures potential miles per dollar, and
not snob appeal, in arriving at an intelligent decision to buy a bike, this is an excellent choice. I
got this bike for diversion purposes from my regular marathon training. And from its smooth
performance, the diversion has so far been fun. I ordered the 22" model and have had it for
about 5 months now. I am 5' The handle bars might be more comfortable if they could move up
about an inch but it's not bad. I have ridden it well over miles so far. When I first looked at the
bike, I was shocked to see that it had 16 gears as opposed the the specified This is featured
only on the 22" model I discovered. Although the components are not Shimano as advertised ,
the Micro Shift components are not bad. The front derailleur is Shimano but the chain tends to
grind against it slightly when using the low gear in front and high in back. It's not horrible but
the person riding behind you will definitely hear it. I've had a couple flats since I received the
bike but I was going relatively fast over train tracks and a broken up brick pathway, so I blame
those to be my fault as opposed to the bike's "deep" rims they look normal to me but I'm not a
veteran road biker. I haven't had any problems with the rims yet or the spokes protruding
through them as some other reviewers have said. This bike is an excellent, excellent buy for
people looking for a good commuter or for the occasional race. If you remove all of the
"caution" stickers, it actually makes the bike look very sleek. I assembled the bike myself which
isn't hard to do at all. If you have even a general idea of how to put the rims, threaded
handlebar, seat post, and pedals on a bike you will do just fine. Just take a look at another bike
and you will see that it's merely a few bolts here and there. You can easily accelerate up to 20
mph within a matter of seconds from a stand still with this bike. With a little work, you can max
out at about 28 mph on a flat road. I've gotten up to 35 mph going downhill. The shifting is ok.

Lately, if I shift downward on the rear gears, I may have to shift once in the opposite direction to
get the chain centered on the sprocket because it seems as if shifting down a click actually
moves the rear derailleur two notches instead of one. I have kept my bike out of the rain and
stored indoors since I purchased it, so I can only find this to be the fault of either Micro Shift's
components or faulty tuning by the bike shop, not sure which. When shifting, I noticed that the
front derailleur can actually move in several small increments 6 I think rather than just 2 one for
each sprocket in front in order to fine-tune the position of the front derailleur depending on
what gear you are on in the back. Even after discovering this, I was unable to get the grinding
on the upper gears to go away completely. Another small inconvenience is that in places where
dirt tends to fly up, such as the seat stays those two supports attached to the bolt on the rear
wheel and on the horizontal bar at the top of the frame, the paint has small chips. They're not
bad but I was hoping to keep the esthetics of my bike a pristine as possible. I would definitely
recommend this bike to others. It's not high-end but it will definitely get you from A to B and in
style too! After a couple years it might be beneficial to invest in some better Shimano
components but the Micro Shift ones will do just fine until then. Buy this bike! It's certainly not
perfect but I assure you that you won't regret your purchase! All of my friends think I'm
obsessed with it because I spend so much time riding it! Kramer on December 10, Images in
this review. I bought this a month ago. I've only ridden it once so far, but I love it. Mine came
mostly put together. I have an alan wrench set, so it wasn't hard to do the final assembly,
though I should probably have it tuned up now by a pro. It's a great bike. Only 14 speeds, but
what the heck. I'm not a competition cyclist or anything, but I like to ride, and this is just what I
needed. I'm sure it would have been better than this, but who cares. It has Shimano
components, which are supposed to be good. I rode it 42 miles this past Sunday and everything
worked great. I'll update this review later if I have any problems with it. A couple months later - I
still love the bike, but it seems like the tires need to be pumped up every time I want to ride it.
For example, if I ride it on Monday, I have to put about 5 pumps into each tire. Then if I want to
ride it on Tuesday, I need to put another 5 pumps into each tire. I am fairly new to road-biking,
so this may be par for the course. I just don't know. I am a prime member so the bike arrived in
2 days. I promptly handed it over to my neighbor who is much handier that I am. He had the bike
assembled in approximately an hour. The bike gears were stuck in high gear for some reason so
the next day I took it to a bike shop to have the gears adjusted. They also installed some thicker
tire strips as I read the tires are prone to going flat due to the spokes. A few customers who
came in inquired about the bike because it is really nice looking. This bike is super light and has
very responsive steering. On even slight hills, I easily get up to about 20 mph. You really have to
be ready to brake because it really flys. Overal
2000 honda civic ex fuse box
1965 mustang wiring diagram
ford taurus exhaust system diagram
l, I would highly recommend this bike to anyone looking for a strong, lightweight, and sporty
bike. One person found this helpful. See all reviews. There's a problem loading this menu right
now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to
Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music
Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon
Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon
Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories
for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography.
East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and
Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

